Why We Miss Deer
T

here’s probably not many bowhunters reading this
who haven’t missed a deer or hit one poorly. Now
that we have the facts established let’s get on with
why we miss. David Letterman has his “Top Ten” every week
so, not to be outdone, I have my own. Mine aren’t so funny.
We don’t like missing or wounding deer so use this Top Ten
list with your customers to start them on the path to fewer
bad shots and more game animals recovered.

The Top Ten Reasons We Miss
Deer
# 10: Arrow Rest Dysfunction
“CLINK”! That’s the sound I used to hear all too often
when drawing on a deer. “CLINK” is the sound the arrow
makes when it falls off the arrow rest. I hate it! It’s almost
always followed by a “SNORT” and a white tail disappearing into the distance. Then I get that heart-sinking feeling of
failure and frustration at having blown another chance on a
good buck.
You always ask yourself why? What caused the arrow
to fall off the rest this time? The answer was and is always
the same - lack of preparation. When my arrow rest-arrow
combination failed it was my fault! There was no one else to
blame. I know that some of your customers feel that when
that happens to them it’s YOUR fault but they are wrong –
it’s their own fault. It’s their own fault because they choose
to use the rest as it was and never properly maintained it.
They thought it was going to work well forever. After all you,

the dealer, installed it for them and it worked well last year,
and the year before that, and the year before that. Right? So
who would think that this year there would be a problem?
Nevertheless, you get the blame.
With the technology available in the arrow rest market
today there should be no reason for an arrow to fall off the
rest. Today’s drop-away style rests like the QAD Ultra Rest
are so good that I haven’t put my arrow back on the rest one
time in the past four years.
As soon as I get into my stand, I nock an arrow onto the
bowstring and onto the rest. Then I prop up the rest so the
arrow is in the shooting position and trapped in place by the
trap-arm over the top of the arrow. It never comes off. Never!
This is critical because the hardest part of bowhunting is
getting to full draw. That means that the arrow has to stay in
place on the rest during the very critical raise-and-draw of
the bow while your heart is pounding and the deer is close.
A hunting rest has to be/do all of the following:
1) QUIET
2) ACCURATE
3) EASY TO MAINTAIN
4) HOLD THE ARROW IN PLACE
5) PROPERLY INSTALLED
Today’s drop-away rests have those functions. Your job
as a dealer is to get them properly installed with the correct
nocking point level so the bottom of the arrow is level or
slightly higher. You must set the center-shot adjustment so
that the arrow is directly in front of the bowstring.
The customer has to know enough to check these measurements during his/her preseason practice and during the
season when the bow is getting constant abuse. Good luck
with that one. But tell them to do it anyway.
Today’s drop-away rests that trap the arrow in the
upright shooting position are worth the money. Do your best
to convince your customers to buy one because they come
without the “CLINK”!

#9: Shooting Downhill

Install a drop-away hunting rest that traps the arrow in the
upright position so it’s ready to draw at all times. A rest like this
QAD Ultra is highly accurate, quiet and easy to install. I use one
because I can place the arrow in it and prop it up in the “ready-toshoot” position as soon as I get in my treestand.

You’ve heard this one, “I can’t believe I missed that deer
high. He was only 25 yards away and I held my 25-yard pin
right-on!” This hunter probably made a good shot but most
likely failed to compensate for the downhill angle between
him and his target. He missed because of a little trigonometry issue that I’m well aware of, having taught mathematics
for 35 years.
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by Larry Wise
ARROW FLIGHT IS A PARABOLIC CURVE!
ARROW RISES TO LINE OF SIGHT AT
APPROX 10 YARDS.

ARCH OF ARROW FLIGHT
DUE TO GRAVITY.

LEVEL LINE OF
SIGHT

SHOOTING UPHILL AND DOWNHILL REQUIRES
AIMING COMPENSATION
Î AIM FOR THE HORIZONTAL DISTANCE!

WHEN SIGHTED CORRECTLY,
THE ARROW FALLS INTO
TARGET HERE.

PARABOLIC ARCH: The attractive force of gravity on the arrow
causes it to fly in a curved path as shown. To hit a target at some
distance the arrow must be pointed uphill so it rises up to the level
sight line, then above the sight line and when correctly sighted
it falls into the intended target. No arrow (or bullet) flies flat so
knowing the distance to the target is essential to hitting it. When
the target is less than ten yards away then knowing how to aim/
compensate for an arrow below the line of sight requires practice
at close range.

Shooting downhill – or uphill – requires a small compensation in your aiming. You must aim for the horizontal
distance between you and your target and not the distance
between your eye and the target. The horizontal distance is
ALWAYS LESS than the eye-to-target distance, ALWAYS! The
shooter in question here needed to aim for 22, 23 or 24 yards
instead of 25 yards depending on the angle of depression
(decline). Two or 3 yards off at 25 yards makes a difference.
It makes a difference at 20 yards as well.
Angle-compensating rangefinders tell you this but they
often cost $250 or more. Use the range finder you have and
range level to the trees around you and not to spots on the
ground. Or just subtract a few yards and aim accordingly.
Close shots, less than 8 yards, can result in low misses.
When targets are under 10 yards from you then your arrow
has not yet climbed up to your line of sight to the target by
the time it impacts. Remember, your arrow always travels in
a parabolic arch where it rises up to and then above the line
of sight before falling into the target center. For really close
shots you have to know to aim with your 35 or 40 yard pin.
The only way to learn how to aim your bow is to practice at
8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 and 2 yards. In my own case, to hit the X-ring at
4 yards I must use my 44 yard pin.

#8: Shooting Lane Clearance
After 53 years of bowhunting it finally happened last
December. My arrow hit a branch. Understand that I didn’t
miss the buck I shot at but by the time the arrow cut off the
3/8 inch sapling it had only enough energy to stick the point
into the ribs. The deer ran off and I found the arrow about
30 yards down the trail with only a few drops of blood on
the tip. I heard the buck stop about 60 yards out and give a
big “SNORT” of displeasure in my direction. He wasn’t very
happy and neither was I.

-------------------ANGLE OF DEPRESSION

25-YARDS

X

LESS THAN 25-YARDS

AIMING DOWNHILL: When you aim downhill (or uphill) always
aim for less than the distance between your eye and the target.
If the angle of depression is only 10 degrees then compensate 2
percent or 24.6 instead of 25 yards. Compensate 6 percent for
a 20 degree angle (23.5 yard), 13 percent for a 30 degree angle
(21.5 yard) and 29 percent for a 45 degree angle (17.6 yard). Hold
your rangefinder level and sight to trees around you instead of
sighting to the base of those trees and you’ll know how to aim
correctly for those spots.

A brief inspection of my shooting lane revealed the cut
off branch end and all of my questions were answered. In
simple terms, I just didn’t do a thorough job of scoping out
the various lanes around me. I looked at several places at
first light and should have checked when the light got better
but didn’t. Lesson learned!
Two things stick in my mind about this. First, I should
have done more preseason clearing of that spot. Second, I
should have rechecked those lanes during the season and
trimmed a few more branches.
At any rate, next time I’ll be more thorough and know
for sure if the lane is clear. Lastly, (your customers really
need to know this) if the lane has any branches in it at all,
DON’T SHOOT! The rule is as follows: Any object that tales
up 1 percent of the space will get hit 99 percent of the time.
Golf is also like this.
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#7 Effective Range

#6: Distance Judging

Shooting beyond your effective range is a losing proposition every time. The problem is most bowhunters don’t
know or won’t admit to their own personal effective range
limit.
Your effective range is the span of distance over which
you can shoot at a 9 inch paper plate with one pin and hit it.
Mine is about 30 yards because I can set a 22 yard pin, aim
at the middle of the paper plate and hit it from 5 to 30 yards.
Beyond 30 yards my 260 fps arrow falls below the plate.
I don’t shoot at deer beyond that distance. I range 30
yards around my treestand and when the deer comes within
that circle I aim at the middle of the rib cage and shoot. I
don’t try to micro-manage my process at that point, I keep
it simple and effective, one pin in the middle of the rib cage.
The arrow may hit a pinch high if the deer is close or a bit low
if he’s nearly 30 yards away but it will hit the lungs because
I’m able to stick to the shot process that I know is consistent.
Get cute with your aiming and your muscles will get tense,
produce a poor shot and a poor hit.
Sound is against you beyond 30 yards. The speed of
sound is about 740 mph or approximately 1,100 fps. It takes
sound only 0.11 seconds to travel 40 yards or 120 feet. Your
arrow traveling at 300 fps will take 0.40 seconds to travel
40 yards. This all means that with a fast arrow the deer still
has 0.3 seconds of time to hear the sound and react. Arrows
traveling at 260 fps, a more realistic value, will take 0.46
seconds to travel 40 yards giving the deer even more time
to disappear. Believe it or not, as long as arrows are slower
than sound the bow will remain a primitive weapon. Use it
accordingly.

If you haven’t missed a deer high or low then you haven’t
hunted much. It’s going to happen if you hunt, that’s a fact.
The first step I take to prevent this is to range a 30 yard
perimeter around my tree stand or blind location. As mentioned already, that’s my effective range so I have to know
it as soon as I get in the stand or as soon as there is enough
light to operate my rangefinder.
Before the season I spend time relearning how to estimate 20 and 30 yards from the ground. I also do that from a
treestand because when I get elevated my surroundings look
entirely different. Everything looks farther away for some
reason and I over-estimate distances so I practice judging
from different heights.
Sight pins can be used as a simple stadia-type rangefinder. I have three pins on my own sight arranged so that all
three fit onto the deer’s body at 25 yards. So, if all three pins
don’t fit on the body I know the deer is most likely out of my
range. I often tell hunters at my bowhunting seminars to wait
until all of their pins fit on the deer then shoot – you have to
hit it because it’s close.
Long shots are just not an option for me. I’d sooner wait
for another
chance at
a
closer
distance.
If you do
plan to take
a long shot,
over
30
yards, then

PAPER PLATE: The 9 inch paper plate is a great practice target
as it is about the same size as the vital area on a deer’s rib cage. I
put a dot in the middle of the plate and practice shooting it with
my 22 yard pin. At 10 and 15 yards my arrows hit 2 or 3 inches
high while at 30 yards they hit 2 or 3 inches low but always on the
plate. I keep it simple with my sight pin and don’t shoot at deer
beyond 30 yards.

CLEARING
BRUSH: Trim
your shooting lanes
before the
season if
you can. Do
some more
trimming
during the
season if
at all possible. Also
be sure to
check those
lanes each
time you get
into your
treestand
as branches
are always
breaking off
and hanging into
your lane.
Murphy’s
Rule: If there
is one tiny
branch in the
lane, YOU
WILL HIT IT!
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The odds are against you. Consider also the fact that
sound is working against you and your chances of making
the shot are near ZERO. I like luck to be on my side when
I’m shooting targets but I can’t ethically rely on it when I’m
shooting deer at long range. Long, empty-ended blood trails
are far down the list of things I like to do. Passing the shot is
the better choice.

#5: Peep and Pin Visibility

THREE PIN SIGHT: I use my three pin sight (22, 33 & 44 yards) as
a rangefinder. When all three pins are on the deer’s body I know
it’s within my effective range of 30 yards. I also range the objects
around my treestand so that I have various 30 yard reference
points. I also practice judging distances while on the ground and
from my stand always using 30 yards as my limit. Here I have
brightened the aim ring to make it easier to see in low light.

be sure you have the time to take these steps: First, range the
deer to the nearest one-yard because 43 yards is significantly
different than 42 or 44. At that distance
a 280 fps arrow is dropping 14 inches
between 40 and 50 yards.
Second, the deer must be standing
still. You must stay still for at least 20 seconds while you range the distance, raise
and draw your bow. Then, thirdly, you
have to aim and execute your best shot.

I’ll tell a story on my good friend Les who came to hunt
with me for the first time seven years ago. I have enough
property to put out about eight good stands so I gave Les my
best one, not too high, with good deer traffic.
The very first morning a buck came by on the lower
side of the stand. Les took a shot. We named that one “Old
Scarback” and still talk about him today. That evening he
missed a doe. Needless to say Les was disappointed and a
bit apologetic.
The next day we checked over his bow setup and discovered the root of his problem, a small-holed target peep.
Les couldn’t see! The small hole wasn’t letting enough light
through so he could clearly make out his sight pins. After
removing the peep from the bowstring I used a 3/16 inch
drill bit to correct the problem. That evening he made an
excellent shot on the first doe that crossed by his stand.
The peep housing I use for hunting is a Super Peep by
Specialty Archery. It’s the same one I use for target except
that I remove the screw-in peep aperture entirely leaving a
nearly 1/4 inch hole. Through this hole I can see the outer
ring of my sight-pin housing and can center it inside my

BIG-HOLE PEEP: Use a BIG hole peep sight for
hunting so you can see when the light conditions are poor. A big hole reduces accuracy
slightly but you can get that back by using a
white ring around your sight housing. Center
the white ring in the peep hole and then pick
the pin you need to make the shot – ya gotta
practice this at home. I find that three fiber
optic pins with a light for after sunset is the
best combination for making shots in low
light. If you can’t see a lighted fiber optic pin
then it’s time to get out of the woods.
I use the threaded peeps from Specialty
Archery that work with interchangeable apertures (below) so you can go from bright target
ranges to low-lit hunting situations without
tying in a new peep.
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peep when I aim. After that I can choose any pin and have
good accuracy.
Fiber optic pins make a world of difference. I was sorting out an old box of parts the other day and came across
some old metal sight pins. They had white paint on the ends
– that was high tech back in 1978 when I used them. Today
you have your choice of what seems like a hundred different
kinds of fiber optic pins that are visible after sunset. Some
have lights that shine on them so there is no excuse for your
customers to not see their pins. Push this item hard to all
your bowhunters because these sights are worth the money.
The main problem I have with the sights that bowhunters use today is they have too many pins on them. I have no
idea how a guy can use five or six pins on his hunting bow
unless he’s going after mule deer in wide open country.
Three is more than enough for whitetail deer and makes
aiming less stressful because you have fewer decisions to
make. One pin is enough for most folks while some hunters
shouldn’t be allowed to have more than that – you know the
ones I’m talking about! The fewer decisions a hunter has to
make while under duress the better; make it complicated for
yourself and you’ll surely fail at “crunch time”.
Another thing, if your hunters are using a battery operated lighted sight be sure to tell them to carry an extra battery. Can you tell that this is “experience” talking here? Been
there, done that, didn’t have an extra battery.

#4: Buck Fever
The “shakes”, the “choke”, “buck fever” or whatever else
you call it affects lots of hunters every year. Some never get
over it and just quit hunting. I remember having it so bad
when I was a teen that my knees were actually knocking
together – any worse and I’d have been changing my pants.
I still get that rush of adrenaline when a buck comes my
way. The “RUSH” is why we continue chasing deer, turkey,
elk, bear or whatever. We go hunting because it holds our
interest and gets our heart pumping but when it pumps too
hard we can’t seem to function well enough to make the
shot. So, how can we deal with it?
Tournament shooting has helped me learn how to deal
with my “nerves”. Notice that I didn’t say “eliminate” them
because if you eliminate the nerves then you’ll stop hunting – you just won’t care anymore! I deal with it by knowing
how to breathe. Yes, you read correctly, breathing gets you
through the tough spots in tournaments and in the woods.
What happens to most people when they get excited is
they tense all of their muscles. Tensed muscles in your neck,
chest and gut areas restrict your breathing – constricted
muscles make you breathe shallow and in the top half of
your lungs only. You tend to suck in your gut and fill the top
of your lungs with air and that’s only about half a breath or
less.
Shooting hundreds of tournaments taught me how to
recognize this constriction and deal with it. As soon as I
recognize my shallow breathing I now know to inhale while
expanding my gut and lowering my diaphragm, thereby filling the lower half of my lungs with air first. Next, I can fill
the top of my lungs by inhaling more while expanding my

EXERCISE: Exercise to
boost your cardiovascular
capacity. If your pulse
and respiration rates stay
under control when you
see that big buck then
you’ll have a better chance
to make the shot. When
you do see that big buck
and your body begins to
react get it under control by deep breathing.
OXYGEN is your best friend
at “CRUNCH TIME”.

chest. Now I have lungs
completely filled with
air and the maximum
amount of oxygen being
extracted from that air.
Two really important things happen at
this point. First and foremost my muscles are
now getting a full supply
of oxygen instead of a
half supply. Oxygenated
muscles act more like
they do in practice and will, therefore, produce a shot
sequence more like your practice shots. This is a good thing
if you practiced correct form during the weeks leading up to
and throughout the season. The second thing that happens
when you focus on your breathing is you get your mind back
in the present. You breathe in the present and so consciously
engaging in the breathing activity is a good thing. If your
conscious mind is already seeing this big buck hanging on
the game pole – a future result - then it’s not likely to happen.
You have to shoot the arrow in the present and you can’t do
that if your conscious mind is somewhere else. By the same
token, your conscious may be thinking about that buck you
missed several days ago or the target panic issues you’ve
had and once again is not in the present where you must
shoot your arrow. Keeping your mind PRESENT PROCESS
THINKING is how you succeed in tournaments and in bowhunting when it’s time to make the shot. Follow this rule:
OXYGEN IN = GOOD SHOTS OUT

#3: Proper Full-Draw Position
“WHAAACCKKK!” That’s not the sound you want to
hear. That’s an arrow that has hit too much bone. That’s the
sound you hear when your broadhead hits shoulder or hip
bone. That ain’t good. It is usually followed by lots of tracking
and eventual loss of the blood trail – and no deer.
The culprit is most likely poor posture at full draw. I’m
certain of this because of all the hundreds and hundreds of
students that I’ve worked with over the years, most of them
(70 percent) had bows with draw length settings that were
too short. What this means then is they are holding their
bows with their arms and not transferring the holding into
their back muscles.
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FULL-DRAW POSITION: Get your drawing/holding arm in line
with the arrow. This posture allows you to hold with your back
muscles instead of your arm and thereby get a smoother release.
Arm holding makes a follow-through out to the side and causes
left-right misses. Set your posture and then make the bow fit you
and you’ll get consistent results on your first shot.

Holding with tensed arm muscles results in right or left
arrow impacts. A quick look at an archer
set up short shows you exactly what I
mean. The holding arm is not in line
behind the arrow, it’s outside that line.
Failure to rotate the holding forearm in
line with the arrow requires that your
forearm and upper arm muscles must
remain contracted and do the holding.
Therefore, releasing from this position
yields a release hand follow-through
that is outward to the right and not
directly away from behind the arrow.
The results of this follow through style
are arrows that impact left or right of the
intended target. In other words you hit
the deer in the shoulder or the rear end.
Proper full-draw position requires
a bow having its draw length set long
enough so that the holding forearm is in
line with the arrow. This position allows
you to transfer the holding force into
your back muscles thereby relaxing your
forearm. The result is a proper follow
through with the release hand escaping
straight away from behind the arrow
with no left/right influence.

sailed right over the deer’s back- again! It happens all too
often according to my friend Danny who does some guiding
and tracking late at night. That’s also my conclusion from
talking with many of my students and seeing them shoot
their first few arrows.
The overwhelming majority of the misses and bad hits
that Danny’s hunters experience are high, either over the
back or in the spine. The spine-hit deer are easy to find but
then the unpleasant task of killing them has to be completed. The complete misses are no problem but the other high
hits must be tracked. It’s frustrating for both the hunter and
the guide.
Danny and I have discussed this often and come to the
same conclusion every time. The blame for the high shots
lies with the release technique. It lies first with how the
release aid is held and then on how the shot develops after
the archer reaches full-draw.
Here’s the deal. Most, about 90 percent, of bowhunters
use an index finger style trigger release aid. That’s not the
problem. The problem begins when the bow hunter holds
the release aid and places the tip of his/her index finger on
the trigger. That’s no fault of their own, that’s just what they
see being done by most everyone they know or by most of
the bowhunters on the TV shows. They’re just doing what
seems to be the most common and, therefore, must be the
“best” way to hold the release. After all, that’s how they operate the trigger on their gun.
There’s a better way. Touching the most sensitive finger

#2: Release Technique
“WHOOOOOSSSSHHHH!” Yep, you
just missed one completely! The arrow
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tip to the trigger connects the conscious mind to the trigger.
Your mind connects to your index finger tip hundreds of
times every day when you touch something. You know when
something is smooth, rough, sharp, cold, or hot as soon as
your finger tip makes contact with it.
The problem with touching the release aid trigger is
we don’t want to be consciously connected to the release
of the arrow. If we are thinking about the trigger or the
release moment then we anticipate it and our body develops unwanted and harmful reactions to it. For instance, our
bow hand is not disconnected from the release event and if
we consciously know when we’re setting off the trigger so
does the bow hand and it may react at the instant of release,
before it happens or after it happens – none of these are a
good thing.
Therefore, don’t touch the finger tip to the trigger.
Surround the trigger with your index finger. Completely surround it up to the second crease of your finger which is far
less sensitive to “touch” than the tip. Touch both the side
of the release barrel as well as the trigger – it’s called fullcontact archery. Curl the other fingers as well so that at full
draw you can gently tighten all fingers in order to set off the
release aid and avoid the conscious focus on a single point.
Something else has to happen first. Before you gently
tighten your release fingers you must build your body into
proper full-draw-position so you can hold the force of the
bow with your draw-side back muscles. Once you establish
this holding contraction in your back muscles you must
then gently increase it until the release occurs. This back
contraction has to start first and then be joined by the fingers
while the release arm remains relaxed. Continued gentle
tightening of both back muscles and finger muscles will
cause enough trigger movement to set off the release aid

RELEASE HAND: Wrap your index finger around the trigger and
you’ll shoot more consistently. Don’t use the sensitive fingertip that draws your conscious thinking to the trigger. Instead,
establish back muscle holding, then, as you increase that holding
tension, also gently tighten all of your fingers on your release.
Tighten both your back and your fingers until the release occurs
– don’t give up the back control or all will be lost. Back muscle
control on your dominant side is the key to consistent shooting on
all of your shots, especially the first.

and discharge the bowstring. Your conscious is focused on
the “tightening” process and the actual release occurs totally
outside of your conscious thought. In other words, if you’re
not consciously involved you can’t screw it up!

#1: The Top Reason We Miss Deer is the Bow
Hand
Ninety-nine percent of the students that come to me for
coaching must learn to properly place their bow hand on the
bow. Notice that I did not say “GRIP” the bow. The grip is a
section of the bow handle where you place your hand and
not an action that you do with your hand. Nevertheless, most
archers grip the bow handle in some way or another and pay
the consequences during the fifteen-thousandths (0.015) of
a second that it takes the bowstring to propel the arrow out
of the bow.
The millisecond that the bowstring becomes free from
the release aid is when torque force in the bow hand affects
the bow handle. This is not a good thing because it’s so
inconsistent – gripping is very difficult to repeat. Every shot
has a different hand tension or torque force and produces
different results.
Since the bow hand is the first body part to touch the
bow handle and the last to be still touching it as the arrow
is launched we better get it correct at first touch. It’s vitally
important to our shooting success – get it right and you take
the biggest step of all to getting consistent arrow groupings
in the target. Get the bow hand correct and you’ll make that
“FIRST” shot count every time!
Without your bow, raise your bow arm and hand to the
target and make a “STOP SIGN.” Be sure your knuckles are at
a 45 degree angle to the bow and then relax your fingers and
thumb. The bow hand is now ready to correctly receive the
bow’s grip section.
This hand position places only the thumb pad on the
bow grip section. I prefer to have a flat spot on my bow grips
to receive my thumb pad or thenar eminence. The bow
handle is now directly in front of the radius bone in your
forearm. Our radius bone should be in line with the humerus bone in the upper arm so that together they can resist the
load of the bow at full draw, like a stick. It’s less about the
hand and more about the in-line arm bones.
Vertically aligned knuckles that go with a gripping bow
hand will rotate the inside of the forearm into the path of the
bowstring. This yields a painful lesson and a big welt on your
forearm. I’ve seen some really ugly ones.
The fingers must be relaxed from the first touch of the
hand onto the bow. It should start relaxed and stay relaxed
throughout the remainder of the shot process. If you start
with tension in the hand or let that tension build as you draw
the bow then you’ll have to make your hand relax at full draw
and that, my friends, is a “no repeat” situation. You can’t do
that the same two shots in succession. Hunting is a first-shot
situation so refuse to grip your bow and start getting reliable
effective shots every time.
The results from an improper bow hand are erratic.
Some impact left and others to the right if you’re torquing
the bow, if you’re rotating it left or right. Other arrows hit low
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BOW HAND:This is the root of most accuracy problems. Don’t grip the bow handle
– refuse to grip it and the bow will do its job with great reliability. Place only the
thumb pad on the bow grip as shown by the tape strip. Use a wrist sling to prevent
the bow from falling out of your hand. Be sure to rotate your knuckles to a 4 degree
angle to the handle so your relaxed thumb can point to the target.

or high if you’re holding it with the wrist too high or too low
behind the bow grip. Use the relaxed hand and you’ll create
the best chance you have to repeat your hand placement.
From the start, set it correctly and relaxed and keep it that
way during the draw and you’ll hit that first shot.

®

Cases Designed To Travel The World Since 1985

Conclusion

If you can get your customers to fix just one of these ten
issues then you’ve done something important. Copy this list
and put it out for everyone to read. Force it on them – we’ll
all appreciate it and so will they when their success rate goes
up.
Keep well, shoot straight.
Larry
Editor’s Note: Larry Wise is also available to conduct
one and two day CoreArchery Academies on shooting form.
Personalized coaching is now available on-line via Skype,
and video clips of Larry offering bowhunting tips can be
seen on the bowhunting.net website.
Larry has completed his new DVD titled Core Archery
Back Tension: Defined and Demonstrated. The DVD is available at www.larrywise.com for $19.95.
Check out past articles by Larry Wise at the twin web sites
of ArrowTrade. High speed internet users can find more than
two years of complete back issues at arrowtrademag.com. If
you’re using a dial-up connection with slower speeds, you
can download Larry’s coaching and tuning articles as pdf
files at the alternate web site, arrowtrademagazine.com.

Aluminum bow cases that are compact,
rugged, and meet airline regulations.
If your clients travel, they need this case!
See these and all our cases at
www.americase.com
Model AT-36176L
Dimensions: 36”x17”x6” OD
34’x15”x5 ½” ID 17 Lbs

Model AT-38176LW
Dimensions: 38”x17 “x 6” OD
36”x15”x5 ½”ID. Recessed wheels
and luggage restraint system. 20 lbs.

MADE IN U.S.A.
www.americase.com 800-972-2737
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